Introduction
In [4] Berg and Porcu found an extension of Schoenberg's Theorem from [15] about positive definite functions on spheres in euclidean spaces. Schoenberg's Theorem has played an important role in statistics because covariance kernels for isotropic random fields on spheres are modelled via the class P(S d ) of continuous functions f : [−1, 1] → R, which are positive definite in the sense introduced by Schoenberg: For n ∈ N, ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n ∈ S d , the matrix [f (ξ j · ξ k ) n j,k=1 ] is positive semidefinite. Here S d denotes the d-dimensional unit sphere in euclidean space R d+1 .
The extension of Schoenberg's theorems in [4] was motivated by the need in statistics to consider data, which depend both on the position on the earth and on the time, i.e. random fields defined on the product S d × R. Assuming isotropy for the position and stationarity in time, one is lead to consider the class P(S d , R) of continuous functions f : [−1, 1] × R → C such that the kernel ((ξ, u), (η, v)) → f (ξ · η, v − u) is positive definite on the space S d × R. We recall that for an arbitrary non-empty set X, a kernel on X is a function k : X 2 → C, and it is called positive definite if for any n ∈ N, any finite collection of points x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ X and numbers c 1 , . . . , c n ∈ C one has n j,k=1
k(x j , x k )c j c k ≥ 0, i.e., the matrix [k(x j , x k ) n j,k=1 ] is hermitian and positive semidefinite. By P(X 2 ) we denote the class of positive definite kernels on X. The theory of positive definite kernels is treated in [3] .
It turns out that in the characterization of the class P(S d , R), the additive group R can be replaced by an arbitrary locally compact group L. We recall that a continuous function ϕ : L → C is called positive definite on L, in symbols ϕ ∈ P(L), if the kernel (x, y) → f (x −1 y) is positive definite on L. The neutral element in the group L is denoted e L . The following theorem holds: 
The above expansion is uniformly convergent for (x, u) ∈ [−1, 1] ×L, and we have
Here we have used the notation
for the ultraspherical polynomials c n (d, x) as normalized Gegenbauer polynomials C (λ)
n (x) for the parameter λ = (d − 1)/2, cf. [1] . The constants σ d and N n (d) are defined in Section 5.
Schoenberg's Theorem for P(S d ) is the special case of the previous theorem, where the group L = {e L } is trivial. The functions in P(L) are then just nonnegative constants.
In [10] Menegatto and Peron proved a theorem for the complex unit sphere Ω 2q in C q , see Section 6, analogous to Schoenberg's Theorem for P(S d ). In an attempt to extend their result by taking product with an arbitrary locally compact group L similar to the extension of Schoenberg's Theorem in [4] , we realized that the real and complex spheres are homogeneous spaces associated with certain groups and subgroups of respectively orthogonal and unitary matrices, and these matrix groups form compact Gelfand pairs. Therefore, Schoenberg's Theorem for real spheres S d and Menegatto-Peron's result for complex spheres can be viewed as special cases of the Bochner-Godement Theorem for Gelfand pairs, see [6] . It turns out to be possible to extend the Bochner-Godement theorem for compact Gelfand pairs by taking product with an arbitrary locally compact group L, and it is the main purpose of this paper to give a proof of that.
We refer to Section 2 for the necessary background about Gelfand pairs, but we shall briefly introduce the setting of our main result, Theorem 1.2 below. Let G and K be compact groups with K a subgroup of G such that (G, K) is a compact Gelfand pair. The dual space Z of positive definite spherical functions ϕ : G → C is an orthogonal basis for the Hilbert space L 2
K (G)
♯ of square integrable functions on G, which are bi-invariant with respect to K.
To a compact Gelfand pair (G, K) and an arbitrary locally compact group L we shall characterize the set P ♯ K (G, L) of continuous positive definite functions f : G × L → C, which are bi-invariant in the G-variable with respect to K. The normalized Haar measure on G is denoted ω G . Theorem 1.2. Let (G, K) denote a compact Gelfand pair, let L be a locally compact group and let f :
The above expansion is uniformly convergent for (x, u) ∈ G × L, and we have
This theorem is stated again as Theorem 3.3 in Section 3. The dimension δ(ϕ) is defined in (16) .
In Section 2 we outline the general theory of Gelfand pairs and specializes the theory to compact Gelfand pairs.
In Section 3 we formulate our results about the class P ♯ K (G, L) and prove the results in Section 4. A compact abelian group G can be considered as a compact Gelfand pair with K = {e G }. Applying Theorem 3.3 to this Gelfand pair leads to an expansion result for functions in P(G×L), see Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.5.
In Section 5 and 6 we treat the special cases of the real and complex spheres. In Section 7 we use that the product of compact Gelfand pairs is again a compact Gelfand pair. This makes it possible to obtain a recent result about positive definite functions on products of real spheres: Theorem 2.9 in [8] . We deduce an analogous theorem for products of complex spheres.
In [7] Guella and Menegatto have extended the result of [4] about expansions
where the coefficient functions ϕ n,d belong to P(L), to expansions where the coefficient functions are positive definite kernels k n (u, v) on an arbitrary set X. We show in Section 8 that such a generalization is also possible in the framework of compact Gelfand pairs.
Harmonic analysis on Gelfand pairs
We start with some expository material related to positive definite functions and Gelfand pairs. The main references are [5] , [14] , [16] , [17] , [18] .
Let G denote a locally compact group with neutral element e G . The set P(G) of continuous positive definite functions on G, introduced in Section 1, is important in representation theory, harmonic analysis and especially in probability theory when G = R n . These functions are treated in many books, see e.g. [5, p. 255] and [14, p.14] . It is known that any ϕ ∈ P(G) satisfies ϕ(
For a compact subgroup K of G we call a function ϕ : G → C bi-invariant with respect to K if
For a set A of functions on G we denote by A ♯ K the set of functions from A which are bi-invariant with respect to K. In particular C ♯ K (G) c denotes the set of continuous complex-valued functions on G with compact support and bi-invariant with respect to K. It is easy to see that for f, g ∈ C ♯ K (G) c the convolution
where ω G denotes a left Haar measure on G, is again a bi-invariant function on G, and C ♯ K (G) c becomes a subalgebra of the group algebra L 1 (G). We say that (G, K) is a Gelfand pair if C ♯ K (G) c is commutative, cf. [16, p. 75] or [18, Part 3] . The latter contains many equivalent conditions for (G, K) to be a Gelfand pair.
For a Gelfand pair the group G is necessarily unimodular, cf. [2] , [16, p. 75 
where ω K is Haar measure on K normalized to ω K (K) = 1. A spherical function is necessarily bi-invariant with respect to K. In fact, from (8) with y = e G we get
and the right invariance under K follows. Putting x = e G in (8), we similarly get the left invariance under K. The compact subgroup K determines an equivalence relation ∼ in G defined by x ∼ y if and only if x = kyl for some k, l ∈ K. The equivalence classes are the compact sets KxK, x ∈ G, which are called double cosets. The set of double cosets is denoted K\G/K and it is a locally compact space in the quotient topology, cf. [11] . Functions on K\G/K can be identified with functions on G which are bi-invariant with respect to K.
The dual space of a Gelfand pair (G, K) is the set Z of positive definite spherical functions. It is a locally compact space in the topology inherited from C(G), which carries the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of G, cf. [16, p.83] . Let M b (Z) denote the set of positive finite Radon measures on Z.
The
It is a continuous function on Z vanishing at infinity, in symbols f ∈ C 0 (Z). The set P ♯ K (G) of continuous positive definite bi-invariant functions on G is characterized by a Bochner type theorem due to Godement [6] .
, and any such function has the form (10) for a uniquely deter-
The Plancherel measure ν on Z is a positive Radon measure depending on the normalization of ω G such that the following holds:
The mapping f → f extends uniquely to an isometric isomorphism of
We finally need the following inversion theorem, cf. [16, p. 84] .
and the unique measure µ ∈ M b (Z) such that (10) holds has density f with respect to the Plancherel measure ν, i.e.,
We now specialize to compact Gelfand pairs (G, K), meaning that G is assumed to be compact. We shall always normalize the Haar mesure of G so that ω G (G) = 1. The following result is well-known in the context of the Peter-Weyl Theorem, but for the convenience of the reader we give a direct proof.
Proof. Defining
where we first inserted (8) for ϕ ∈ Z and changed the order of integration. For the fourth equality sign we replaced x by xk −1 and used invariance of integration. Next we used that ψ is right invariant under K so the inner integral is independent of k. Finally, we used that ψ(x) = ψ(x −1 ) and replaced x by x −1 in the integration.
Similarly we get
Using that convolution is commutative we get a(ϕ(y) − ψ(y)) = 0 for all y ∈ G, but since ϕ = ψ, we get a = 0.
It follows from Proposition 2.4 that the dual space Z of a compact Gelfand pair is discrete, and if G is metrizable then Z is a countable set.
Remark 2.5. Any spherical function for a compact Gelfand pair is automatically positive definite, so the dual space Z is the set of all spherical functions. For a proof see [16, p. 86 ].
The compact homogeneous space G/K of left cosets ξ = xK, x ∈ G carries a unique probability measure dξ, which is invariant under the G-action
Functions F : G/K → C are in one-to-one correspondence with functions f : G → C which are right invariant functions under K, i.e., f (g) = f (gk) for all g ∈ G, k ∈ K. The correspondence is given by F (gK) = f (g), g ∈ G and the following integral formula holds
For each ϕ ∈ Z and g ∈ G the function x → ϕ(g −1 x) on G is right invariant under K, so it can be considered as a function ϕ g ∈ C(G/K). It is a classical fact that
It is known that the Plancherel measure is given by ν({ϕ}) = δ(ϕ) for ϕ ∈ Z, and the spherical functions from Z form an orthogonal system, cf. Proposition 2.4.
More precisely we have:
The previous three theorems take the following form, which gives the expansion of functions in
♯ after the orthonormal basis δ(ϕ)ϕ, ϕ ∈ Z:
which converges in L 2 (G), and Parseval's formula holds:
if and only if there exist a family (B(ϕ)) ϕ∈Z of non-negative numbers satisfying ϕ∈Z B(ϕ) < ∞ such that
and B(ϕ) = δ(ϕ) f (ϕ). The series in (18) is uniformly convergent on G.
Main Results
We start with a formal definition of the main class to be discussed. Let (G, K) denote a compact Gelfand pair, and let L denote an arbitrary locally compact group with neutral element e L . We shall consider a subset of the set P(G × L) of continuous positive definite functions on the locally compact group G × L. 
The following Proposition states some properties of P ♯ K (G, L) which are easily obtained. The proofs are left to the reader.
Our first main theorem can be stated as follows. Note that a function B : Z → P(L) can be considered as a family (B(ϕ)) ϕ∈Z in P(L). In the applications Z is a countable set, so we can think of (B(ϕ)) ϕ∈Z as a sequence from P(L).
When L denotes the group consisting just of the neutral element, Theorem 3.3 reduces to Bochner-Godement's Theorem.
We give the proof in the next section, but notice that the infinite series in Equation (19) is uniformly convergent by Weierstrass' M-test since |B(ϕ)(u)| ≤ B(ϕ)(e L ) for u ∈ L and |ϕ(x)| ≤ 1 for x ∈ G. It is also clear that any function given by (19) belongs to P ♯ K (G, L) because of Proposition 3.2 and the fact that by definition ϕ ∈ P ♯ K (G) for any ϕ ∈ Z. The main point in Theorem 3.3 is that all functions in P ♯ K (G, L) have an expansion (19) . If G is a compact abelian group and K = {e G } is trivial, then (G, K) is a compact Gelfand pair. A spherical function ϕ is the same as a continuous homomorphism ϕ : G → T := {z ∈ C | |z| = 1}, i.e., a continuous group character on G. This means that the dual space Z of the Gelfand pair is equal to the dual group G. For the space defined in Equation (16) we have H ϕ = Cϕ for ϕ ∈ G, hence δ(ϕ) = 1. Specializing Theorem 3.3 to this Gelfand pair leads to the following result:
Theorem 3.4. Let G denote a compact abelian group with dual group G, let L be a locally compact group and let f : G × L → C be a continuous function. Then f belongs to P(G×L) if and only if there exists a function B : G → P(L) satisfying
For the special case G = T N of the N-dimensional torus where G = Z N , we get the following result about Fourier series in N variables:
The above expansion is uniformly convergent for (x, u) ∈ R N × L, and we have
4 Proofs Lemma 4.1. Let H denote a locally compact group and let C ⊂ H be a non-empty compact set. For any open neighbourhood U of e H ∈ H there exists a partition of C in finitely many non-empty disjoint Borel sets, say M j , j = 1, . . . , r, with the property: For x, y ∈ M j one has x −1 y ∈ U.
Proof.
Given an open neighbourhood U of e H ∈ H, there exists a smaller open neighbourhood V of e H such that V −1 V ⊂ U. By the definition of compactness, see [11, p. 164] , there exists a finite covering of the compact set C by left translates x j V . Defining B 1 = x 1 V ∩ C and
the non-empty sets among the B j 's will form a finite partition M 1 , . . . , M r of C such that each M j is contained in a left translate of V , and therefore we have for
The following Lemma is well-known, see [5, p.256 ], but for the convenience of the reader we give a self-contained proof.
Lemma 4.2. Let H be a locally compact group. For a continuous function f : H → C the following are equivalent:
(ii) f is bounded and for any complex Radon measure µ on H of compact support we have
Proof. "(i) =⇒ (ii)." Suppose first that (i) holds. As noticed, any positive definite function is bounded. For any discrete complex Radon measure of the form
where x 1 , . . . x n ∈ H, α 1 , . . . , α n ∈ C, we have
Let now µ denote an arbitrary complex Radon measure on H with compact support C, and let us consider the number
which is clearly real. We shall prove that I ≥ 0, by showing that for any ε > 0 there exists J ≥ 0 such that |I − J| < ε||µ|| 2 , where ||µ|| is the total variation of the complex measure µ, cf. [13] .
First of all f (x −1 y) is uniformly continuous on the compact set C × C. Thus, for given ε > 0 there exists an open neighbourhood U of e H such that for all pairs (x, y), (x,ỹ) ∈ C × C satisfying x −1x ∈ U, y −1ỹ ∈ U we have
Corresponding to U we choose a partition M j , j = 1, . . . , r of C with the property of Lemma 4.1. In particular
and if we choose an arbitrary point x j ∈ M j and define α j = µ(M j ), j = 1, . . . , r, then
Furthermore,
and by the uniform continuity
where |µ| denotes the total variation measure.
The implication "(ii) =⇒ (i)" is easy by specializing the measure µ to a complex discrete measure concentrated in finitely many points. 
The integral with respect to x, y can be simplified to
by invariance of ω G . Therefore Equation (26) amounts to
For arbitrary ϕ ∈ Z we next apply Equation (27) to the function f (x, u)ϕ(x), which belongs to
The function B(ϕ) : L → C defined by
is clearly continuous and bounded, and it is positive definite on L, because Equation (28) holds for all complex Radon measures σ on L with compact support.
♯ and has the orthogonal expansion in spherical functions
where the convergence is in L 2 (G) with respect to y ∈ G by Theorem 2.6. When u = e L , then f (·, e L ) ∈ P ♯ K (G), and by the Bochner-Godement Theorem we have
Since B(ϕ)(e L ) ≥ 0 with ϕ∈Z B(ϕ)(e L ) < ∞ and
the M-test of Weierstrass shows that the series on the right-hand side of (30) converges uniformly to a continuous functionf (y, u) on G × L. In particular, for each u ∈ L the series (30) converges uniformly in y ∈ G tof (y, u), but this implies convergence in L 2 (G) and therefore f (y, u) =f (y, u) for almost all y ∈ G. Since these functions are continuous, we have equality for all y ∈ G .
The sphere S
For n ≥ 1 let O(n) denote the group of orthogonal n × n real matrices A and let SO(n) denote the normal subgroup of those matrices A ∈ O(n) with determinant 1. In the case n = 1 these groups are the simple multiplicative groups {±1} and {1}.
The groups O(d + 1) and SO(d + 1) both operate on the real unit sphere of dimension d 
We use the notation e 1 , . . . , e d+1 for the standard basis in R d+1 . The fixedpoint group of the matrices A ∈ O(d + 1) satisfying Ae 1 = e 1 , is of the form 
with respect to Lebesgue measure, cf. [12] .
The spherical functions are precisely the normalized ultraspherical polynomials c n (d, x) given by (3). As bi-invariant functions on O(d + 1) they are positive definite by Schoenberg's Theorem in [15] .
Therefore the dual space Z of the compact Gelfand pair (O(d + 1), O(d)) can be identified with N 0 and we have
The space P ♯ K (G) can be identified with the space P(S d ) from [4] , and for an arbitrary locally compact group L the space P 
The above expansion is uniformly convergent for (x, u) ∈ [−1, 1] ×L, and we have 6 The complex sphere Ω 2q in C q
In the following we use the notation from [10] . For q ≥ 1 let U(q) denote the group of unitary q × q complex matrices A and let SU(q) denote the normal subgroup of those matrices A ∈ U(q) with determinant 1. In the case q = 1 these groups are the multiplicative groups T = {z ∈ C | |z| = 1} and {1}. Since these are commutative we will always assume q ≥ 2.
The groups U(q) and SU(q) both operate on the complex unit sphere of (real) dimension 2q − 1
but while U(q) operates transitively, this is the case for SU(q) only for q ≥ 2.
Note that Ω 2q is equal to S 2q−1 if C q is identified with R 2q . We use the notation e 1 , . . . , e q for the standard basis in C q . The fixed-point group of the matrices A ∈ U(q) satisfying Ae 1 = e 1 , is of the form A = 1 0 0Ã , whereÃ ∈ U(q − 1), the zero in the upper right corner represents a zero row vector of length q − 1, and the zero in the lower left corner represents a zero column vector of length q − 1. Let G denote the compact group U(q). This shows that the fixed-point group K of e 1 is isomorphic to U(q − 1) and in the following identified with U(q − 1). The mapping A → Ae 1 of G = U(q) onto Ω 2q is constant on the left cosets ξ = AK and hence induces a bijection of G/K onto Ω 2q . This bijection is a homeomorphism. The pair (G, K) is known to be a compact Gelfand pair, cf. [16] , [18] .
The bi-invariant functions on G with respect to K can be identified with functions f : D → C, where D = {z ∈ C | |z| < 1} is the open unit disc and D its closure. To see this notice that the mapping A → Ae 1 · e 1 of G onto D is constant on the double cosets and if Ae 1 · e 1 = Be 1 · e 1 for A, B ∈ G, then they belong to the same double coset. Therefore the space of double cosets K\G/K is homeomorphic to D.
The bi-invariant functions depend only on the upper left corner a 11 of A ∈ U(q).
The image measure of Haar measure ω G on G = U(q) under the mapping A → Ae 1 of G onto Ω 2q is the normalized surface measure ω 2q−1 /σ 2q−1 on Ω 2q . The image measure of ω 2q−1 /σ 2q−1 under the mapping ξ → ξ · e 1 of Ω 2q onto D is the probability measure on D given in polar coordinates z = re
cf. formula (2.18) of [9] . The spherical functions are precisely the functions R q−2 m,n (z) given in [9] , [10] , and as bi-invariant functions on U(q) they are positive definite. The functions R q−2 m,n (z) belong to the class of disc polynomials given in [9] for α > −1 as
are normalized Jacobi polynomials, cf. [1] . See [19] for other expressions for the disc polynomials. The dual space Z of the compact Gelfand pair (U(q), U(q−1)) can be identified with N 2 0 and we have 
The above expansion is uniformly convergent on D × L, and we have
In the above one could have considered the compact Gelfand pair (SU(q), SU(q− 1)) when q ≥ 3. For q = 2 this is not a Gelfand pair since SU(2) is a non-abelian group and SU(1) is trivial. Furthermore,
is a homeomorphism of Ω 4 onto SU(2), and therefore Ω 4 can be given a group structure so it is isomorphic with SU(2).
Products of Gelfand pairs
Let (G 1 , K 1 ) and (G 2 , K 2 ) be two Gelfand pairs with dual spaces Z 1 and
is a Gelfand pair and the dual space Z can be identified with the product space
is easily seen to belong to Z. Furthermore, it is not difficult to see that (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ) → ϕ 1 ⊗ ϕ 2 is a homeomorphism of Z 1 × Z 2 onto Z.
If we consider the two compact Gelfand pairs
) and apply Theorem 2.6 (ii) to their product, we get Theorem 2.9 of [8] . Another proof of this theorem was given in [4, Theorem 6.1].
If we consider the two compact Gelfand pairs (U(q), U(q−1)) and (U(p), U(p− 1)) with q, p ≥ 2 and apply Theorem 2.6 (ii) to their product, we get the following result:
Then F ∈ P ♯ U (q−1)×U (p−1) (U(q) × U(p)) if and only if there exists a multi-sequence c :
The series (35) converges uniformly on D 2 .
In a recent paper [7] Guella and Menegatto showed how the expansions of functions in P(S d , L) with coefficient functions from P(L) can be extended to expansions with positive definite kernels on an arbitrary set as coefficient functions. We shall here show how this can be modified to the present framework, where the sphere is replaced by an arbitrary homogeneous space G/K associated with a compact Gelfand pair (G, K).
Let X denote an arbitrary non-empty set and let P(X 2 ) denote the set of kernels B : X 2 → C which are positive definite. To a function f : G × X 2 → C we consider the kernel on G × X given by ((x, u), (y, v)) → f (x −1 y, u, v), x, y ∈ G, u, v ∈ X.
Definition 8.1. By P ♯ K (G, X 2 ) we shall denote the set of functions f : G×X 2 → C satisfying 1. f is bi-invariant with respect to K in the first variable 2. f (·, u, v) is continuous on G for each (u, v) ∈ X 2 3. The kernel (36) is positive definite. Theorem 2.3 in [7] can be extended in the following way: Theorem 8.2. Let (G, K) be a compact Gelfand pair. For a function f : G × X 2 → C the following are equivalent:
(ii) f has a series representation of the form
where B(ϕ) ∈ P(X 2 ) and ϕ∈Z B(ϕ)(u, u) < ∞ for each u ∈ X.
For f ∈ P ♯ K (G, X 2 ) we have
Proof. The proof is a simple modification of the proof of Theorem 2.3 in [7] , so we shall be very brief. "(i) =⇒ (ii)." Given f ∈ P ♯ K (G, X 2 ) and u 1 , . . . , u n ∈ X, c 1 , . . . , c n ∈ C we define
f (x, u j , u k )c j c k
and observe that F ∈ P ♯ K (G), cf. Lemma 2.2 in [7] . By Theorem 2.6 (ii) we have the series representation
where
satisfy ϕ∈Z B(ϕ, F ) < ∞. In particular for n = 2, u 1 = u, u 2 = v ∈ X and (c 1 , c 2 ) = (1, 1), (1, −1), (1, i) we get that and the series is absolutely convergent. As in [7] we see that B(ϕ) ∈ P(X 2 ). "(ii) =⇒ (i)." If B(ϕ) ∈ P(X 2 ) satisfies ϕ∈Z B(ϕ)(u, u) < ∞ for each u ∈ X, then ϕ∈Z |B(ϕ)(u, v)| < ∞ for all u, v ∈ X because |B(ϕ)(u, v)| ≤ (B(ϕ)(u, u)B(ϕ)(v, v)) 1/2 ≤ (1/2)(B(ϕ)(u, u) + B(ϕ)(v, v)).
It is now easy to see that f (x, u, v) defined by (37) satisfies (i).
Theorem 2.7 from [7] can also be generalized to the present framework: then the expansion (37) is uniformly convergent for x ∈ G, u, v ∈ X.
